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Preface 
This is the second installment of the Institute of Archaeology-supported "Research Contributions" 
series. It is a most appropriate addition to the series for two reasons: (1) it reports the results of 
research carried out by the UTC 1989 Archaeological Field School, and (2) it is coauthored by 
three of the participating students. Combining meaningful archaeological research with the 
University's educational mission is what the Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of Archaeology is all 
about. An added benefit of this effort has been to better define the cultural resources on property 
that may be affected by development being contemplated by the University of Tennessee at 
Chattanooga. Thus, there is also a practical end to the many hours of work that the field crew 
expended at the Citico Site. 
I would be remiss if I did not mention the conditions under which my crew toiled. At the height of 
summer, when this fieldwork was undertaken, the Citico Site proved to be an exceptionally hot, 
humid, and generally disagreeable jungle of brambles and poison ivy in which to drag a 90-pound 
gasoline-powered auger. I am most appreciative of the dedication and hard work shown by UTC 
students John Chambliss, David Clark, Leslie Click, Beth Fowler, Tracy Little, Robby Mantooth, 
Rusty O'Daniel, Bruce Penner, and Chuck Wilder. Under such conditions, especially after it 
became clear that exciting survey results were going to be few and far between, their efforts were 
all the more impressive. 
Karen Hilton with the City-County Planning Commission kindly provided contour maps for the 
project area. I also wish to thank William Raoul for suggesting the boat house parcel as an 
appropriate field school project, his continued encouragement during the project, and his support 
for all things archaeological. 
This report represents the combined cooperation and effort of several of the above-mentioned 
students. As part of individual laboratory projects required in the ANTH 335 Field School course 
Beth Fowler and Robby Mantooth identified and quantified the auger test artifacts; Tracy Little 
produced a partial chain of title for the project parcel; and Chuck Wilder assisted with the maps 
produced as Figures 2 through 4. I have edited and added to their contributions, and I am proud to 
have Fowler, Mantooth, and Little as my co-authors. 
The Institute of Archaeology has absorbed the cost of this publication through its Gift Fund. To 
our friends and contributors who make such support possible we continue to be grateful. 
Nicholas Honerkamp 
Director 
Introduction 
During May of 1989 Dr. Nicholas Honerkamp of the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga 
(UTC) led a team of students enrolled in the ANTH 335 Archaeological Field School course in a 
survey of the Citico Site (40HA65). This well-known mound site is located adjacent to Amnicola 
Highway in Chattanooga, Tennessee. The area covered during the study consisted of an 
approximately 450 x 50 m strip of property situated between the Sandbar Restaurant and Citico 
Creek (Figure 1); the University of Tennessee is the current landowner. The purpose of the survey 
was to locate and identify any significant prehistoric or historic sites in the project area prior to its 
development. Current plans call for the construction of a boat house, road, and a parking facility 
within the parcel. The Citicio mound and village complex are known to have existed in the area just 
east of Citico Creek prior to their destruction in the 20th century. Hence, a survey of the boat 
house parcel was desirable in order to determine if any remnants of the site might still be present 
and subject to disturbance or destruction by planned construction activities. 
Site Background 
The Citico Site is significant because it is believed to be a part of an important prehistoric political 
system that extended throughout Eastern Tennessee. In an article entitled "The Citico Site 
(40HA65): A Synthesis," James Hatch states that three factors make Citico notable as a member of 
the Southern Cult phenomenon: "Its large size relative to its contemporaries, its pivotal location, 
and its spectacular artifacts" (1976:75). In his synthesis Hatch provides a history of archaeological 
excavations at the site. Aside from sporadic but probably continuous looting by locals, he 
identified "three distinct phases of archaeological activity" to which the site was subjected 
(1976:77). These consist of the work by M.C. Read in the mid-19th century, C.B. Moore in the 
early 20th century, and Meyer and others at various periods up through the late 1950s. 
Hatch's first phase begins with the appearance of M. C. Read. Digging in both the mound and the 
adjoining village in order to learn more about the "moundbuilder" people, his work was included in 
a report by the Smithsonian in 1867. Read tunneled into the mound and found evidence of 
structures. One structure, near the base of the mound, was thought by Hatch to be associated with 
the Dallas period. Read did find some burials, but mentioned no grave goods associated with 
them. He also observed that the different levels of the mound's construction could be seen clearly 
in the walls of his tunnels. In the village area Read described only surface scatter and artifacts 
found within the first eighteen inches below the surface. According to Hatch, these artifacts 
constituted "a typical collection of Mississippian village debris" (1976:78). 
Traveling on the aptly-named steamship "The Gopher," C. B. Moore stopped at Citico twice, once 
in 1914 and again in 1915. During his excavations he defined three areas of the site: the large 
mound, a long artificial "ridge" of village debris, and, at the end of the ridge opposite the large 
mound, a smaller "elevation" (Hatch 1976:79). Moore expected to discover burials in the large 
mound as Read did, but was unsuccessful. He did manage to locate a large number of burials in 
the ridge and in the elevation (which was possibly a small mound), 106 in all (Moore 1915:352-
385). 
After Moore gleaned what he could, a series of individuals became involved in Citico earth-moving 
adventures. Construction of a two-lane road through the site resulted in part of the mound being 
removed to be used as fill dirt along Citico Creek. Charles Peacock watched this as a boy and 
acquired some artifacts in the process. Later he and W. E. Myer purchased several spectacular 
artifacts from road construction workers (some of these are illustrated by Hatch). J. Brown (no 
connection with the UTC Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of Archaeology) carried out systematic 
excavations in a mound remnant, but both artifacts and provenience information were "misplaced." 
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Figure 1. Project Area, 1989 Chico Site Archaeological Survey. From 1976 USGS Chattanooga 
Quadrangle, 7.5 Minute Series, 105-SE. 
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Charles Peacock, J. B. Graham, and later Thomas M. N. Lewis of the University of Tennessee-
Knoxville conducted extensive excavations on a remnant of the village site being destroyed by the 
widening of Riverside Drive. Using convict labor, they removed a total of 73 burials from the 
village midden, which reached eight feet in depth. No field notes were taken, and the disposition of 
the human remains are unknown. 
Hatch estimated that the Citico site had been occupied for a 200 year span, from 1350 to 1550 
A.D. He believes the outside range of occupation to be 400 years since some of the artifacts may 
date from as early as 1250 A.D. and some from as late as 1600. Based on the productivity of the 
immediate local environment, together with the size of the mound and the approximate acreage of 
the village surface scatter, Hatch estimated the population of the site during its heyday to have been 
900 ±300. The high degree of mortuary complexity, along with Citico's size, large population, and 
its central location make it a unique and significant site in eastern Tennessee (Hatch 1976:95). 
By his own admission, Hatch's synthesis suffers from a scarcity of systematically excavated data. 
His report thus documents one of the worst cases of wholesale destruction--through looting, 
highway construction, slipshod excavation, non-existent curation, and above all, indifference--of a 
premier Mississippian site in Tennessee. The amount of information lost during this shameful 
episode is incalculable. 
No other "official" excavations were carried out at the site until 1988, when E. Raymond Evans 
spent three days in June excavating an area in front of the Tennessee American Water Company 
distribution complex. This section of 40HA65 lies on the south side of Amnicola Highway, across 
from the Sandbar Restaurant, and probably corresponds to the village area of Citico. Limited 
excavation resulted in the discovery of an extensive prehistoric midden, structural remains in the 
form of daub and postholes, and an unexcavated burial (Evans and Smith 1988). Evans and Smith 
also state that four human burials, accompanied by copious amounts of grave goods, were 
"documented" to have been destroyed by a sewer construction trench and/or vandalism, but no data 
is offered in support of this assertion (1988:14). What their report does establish is that significant 
prehistoric archaeological remains are still present adjacent to the present project area, despite the 
destruction of Citico outlined by Hatch. Unfortunately, in the absence of controlled excavation and 
recovery, the burial exposed by Evans will probably disintegrate. 
A brief synopsis of the historic Cherokee presence at 40HA65 is given in the State of Tennessee 
Site Survey Form kept by the Tennessee Division of Archaeology. The description of "Citico 
Town" reads: 
One of the towns established by pro-British Cherokees ca. 1776, this town was 
destroyed by the Shelby expedition in 1779. It was at least partly re-occupied in 
1785 when Daniel Ross entered the area, but was abandoned by the time of the 
Martin expedition in 1788. One Cherokee with a family of 3 gave this as a place of 
residence when enrolling for immigration in 1818. 
Combined with the archaeological data presented above, the documented Cherokee occupations can 
only enhance the research potential of the project area. 
Also listed on the State of Tennessee Site Survey Form is 40HA76, a small ("about half an acre") 
site located at the mouth of Chico Creek. According to E. Raymond Evans and Vicky Karhu, who 
reported the site, the description is listed as the following: 
The site was recorded by U.T. Knoxville on the basis of material in the Wenning 
collection (described by Wenning as Mississippian). The site appears to simply be 
a part of the larger Citico site (see 40HA65). 
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No categories or quantities of cultural remains are listed for the site, and the "Remarks on 
Collections" section of the form states: "Recorded on the basis of material in the Wenning 
collection possibly at U.T. Knoxville." Under the "Damages" category Evans and Karhu mention 
that "The site was destroyed by clay mining conducted around 1915 by the Wells Brick 
Company." Based on the information presented in the site form we must certainly concur that 
40HA76 is actually part of 40HA65. We also question why the site was recorded at all, especially 
since Evans and Karhu apparently did not locate the collections at UTK. At any rate, this non-site 
need not concern us further. 
Finally, we conducted research at the Hamilton County Courthouse and Chattanooga Bicentennial 
Library to derive an outline of the past property owners and users of the Citico property. This 
research consisted of consulting old maps, such as Sanborn fire insurance maps and G. M. 
Hopkins plat maps, and constructing a chain of title for the boat house parcel. According to the 
1889 Hopkins map, the property was owned by George W. Gardenhire. However, an 1882 deed 
indicates that one F.M. Gardenhire had sold 27.11 acres of land on the east side of Citico Creek to 
the Citico Furnace Company. (Part of the land on the west side of the creek was occupied by Citico 
Furnace, as indicated by the 1885 Sanborn map.) It is not certain how or when the Gardenhires 
acquired this property. An interesting reference concerning the Citico Furnace Company was also 
discovered in an 1891 lease, which mentioned a "Cinder Dump" in the vicinity of the furnace. The 
1914 Sanborn map illustrates cinder fill present around the furnace as well as a "Cinder Road." 
Although not part of the project area, these references are applicable to our survey, as discussed 
below. 
Several conveyances occurred in the first quarter of the 20th century that we will not review here. 
Suffice it to say that by July, 1924, G.A. Montegue owned much of the parcel and in that year he 
leased 21.28 acres of land on the west side of Citico Creek to the J.W. Wells Brick Company. 
(This is the same "Wells Brick Company" mentioned by Evans and Karhu on the site form for 
40HA76.) The deed for the lease states: 
The lands leased in this instrument are valuable to the parties hereto chiefly for the 
clay in them available for making brick. Therefore it is agreed that each lessee shall 
have the right to remove and use any and all clay minerals and other materials from 
the land hereto leased to him, and to put said land to any use whatsoever. 
This arrangement apparently allowed the brick company to stay put at its location rather than 
relocate to a distant source of clay. We believe this quote accounts for the large depression in the 
western half of the parcel. Confirmation for this assertion is seen on the 1928 C.W. Chadwick Plat 
Map, which shows a railroad line extending from the Brick Company complex across Citico Creek 
into the present barrow pit area. No further transactions were located, but apparently the lease was 
still in effect by 1951. It seems unlikely that other industrial operations occurred at the site after the 
Wells Company removed the clay. 
Field Methodology 
The survey method chosen for the present project was deep augering. Previous survey experience 
by the Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of Archaeology along the Tennessee River had demonstrated the 
efficacy of this technique for the discovery of prehistoric remains within heavily alluviated sites 
(Council and Smith 1986). Systematic transacts were laid out at the Tennessee Riverpark site 
(40HA102 and 40HA233) and a gasoline-powered auger with a 30-cm-wide bit was used to drill 
test cores to a maximum depth of 1.8 m. Fill from each auger hole was screened, with the 
recovered artifacts providing a rough indication of the presence or absence of sites. Although such 
a technique has obvious drawbacks, it proved to be quite effective in the identification of 
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significant prehistoric remains at the Riverpark, as revealed by an extensive testing project carried 
out subsequent to the survey by the Institute (see Council 1989). 
Fieldwork commenced at Citico by first 'establishing horizontal control at the site. This was 
accomplished by cutting transact lines through the thick mass of lush secondary growth that 
covered the entire project area. Once line-of-sight corridors were cleared, a grid system could be 
established. Using a transit and chain, stakes were set at 25 m intervals and the angles between 
stakes were recorded. Two main transact lines were established, one adjacent to the Tennessee 
River and the other parallel to the chain link fence next to Amnicola Highway. Compass 
measurements were hindered by interference caused by underground pipes and/or overhead power 
transmission lines at the east end of the project area. This problem was exacerbated by the use of a 
survey map provided by the City of Chattanooga that had an incorrect north arrow on it. Eventually 
the problems were resolved, the grid was established, and the augering could begin. 
The main objective of the augering was to sink the blade to the maximum depth possible and then 
to record any artifacts found in the soil that the auger brought to the surface. The depth of each 
auger test unit was recorded, as were any strata observed in the side of the auger hole (this was 
rare, as the auger tends to burnish the visible upper section of the test). A 1/2-inch screen was 
placed over each cavity and the dirt was screened back in. Each auger test was assigned a field 
specimen number and all artifacts were bagged and labeled according to location. During rain days 
the artifacts were washed, sorted, and quantified at the Institute's Archaeological Laboratory on the 
UTC campus. 
Survey Results 
As illustrated in Figures 2 through 4, a total of 32 auger tests (abbreviated as "AT") were dug. Of 
these, nine were not screened because of adverse soil conditions. In these nine holes the depths 
ranged from 0.31 Meters Below Surface (MBS) to 0.71 MBS. Of the remaining 23 test units two 
contained prehistoric artifacts. These were AT20 and AT21. 
The depth of the screened auger tests ranged from 0.45 MBS to 1.61 MBS, with a mean of 0.86 
MBS. This average depth is almost one meter less than the desired maximum depth and resulted 
from adverse soil conditions that prevented deep augering. Much of the project area is covered in 
modern fill composed of large rocks, industrial waste, and building demolition materials. This 
material had a tendency to "hang up" the auger bit, and once the hole was a half meter deep it was 
almost impossible to remove obstructions by hand. 
We suggest that the depositional characteristics of much of the project area resulted from one of 
two processes: (1) simple aggradation of historic domestic-industrial refuse fills over the 
prehistoric deposits and alluvial fills, or (2) a cut-and-fill sequence in which valuable fertile alluvial 
soils were removed and replaced with historic fill. Different areas may have experienced either type 
of impact. Extensive earth moving activities within the western half of the boat house parcel are 
obvious from the large barrow pit presumedly dug in the western half of the property by the Wells 
Brick Company. Deposition of industrial waste associated with the documented iron furnace is also 
likely; certainly the documented "slag road" mentioned above indicates that massive deposits of 
furnace by-products occurred in the immediate vicinity of the site. In either scenario, the 
composition and depth of the modern fills prevented the auger from revealing what underlying 
deposits--natural or cultural--might be present. Thus the question of whether prehistoric remains 
are present in this section of 40HA65 is largely moot. 
The clear exception to this unsatisfying conclusion is present on the eastern edge of the parcel. 
Although AT 19 immediately adjacent to the river produced the usual dismal assortment of recent 
refuse down to 1.42 MBS, AT 20 and AT 21 yielded heavy concentrations of prehistoric materials 
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overlain by a historic fill zone of varying thickness. In AT 21 the historic zone was estimated to be 
only 10 cm deep, followed by a dark, 60-cm-thick prehistoric midden layer underlain by brown 
alluvial sand (this third zone also contained ceramic and shell fragments, but in lesser quantities). 
This test was dug to 1.61 MBS. Halfway between AT 19 and AT 21 we placed another unit. The 
top layer in AT 20 was a dense, red clay zone 0.24 m thick. Beneath this, modern fill material was 
present to about 0.75 MBS, at which point the dark midden deposit was encountered. As far as we 
could determine, the midden extended to 1.37 MBS, the maximum depth achieved in this unit. 
Table 1 presents the inventory of prehistoric artifacts from these two tests. 
In comparing the stratigraphy from these two units it is apparent that the modern fill zone is 
shallow near the highway and increases in depth as it approaches the river. The amounts of 
prehistoric material are not comparable, even when factored as a function of the extent of midden 
augered. Although these two tests admittedly compose only a miniscule sample, the ceramics 
recovered from the midden and underlying alluvium deposit are clearly associated with the 
Woodland and Mississippian periods (Chapman 1986). Only further archaeological testing can 
establish the exact extent and temporal-functional characteristics of the prehistoric deposits. 
The total number of modern artifacts recovered from the auger tests, including ceramics, slag, 
plastic, glass, etc., was 1134. Also found with the modern material but possibly of prehistoric 
origin were 8 shell fragments, 2 flint chips, and 6 fragments of bone. 
Also noted along the riverbank during the survey was a foundation constructed of dressed stone 
(Figure 5). The construction date and function of this enigmatic feature are unknown. It is located 
just north of AT 11 at the water's edge. This feature is being subjected to erosion and is threatened 
by the frequent high river levels occasioned by periods of rain. We declined to clear-cut the brush 
around this feature for the photograph for fear of destabilizing its already fragile condition. 
Summary 
An auger survey of a portion of 40HA65 has established the presence of a Woodland-
Mississippian midden in the extreme southeast corner of the project area. Further testing is needed 
in this area to establish the condition and extent of this deposit. Results of the survey in the rest of 
the parcel were inconclusive due to the presence of extensive modern fills which prevented 
effective augering. Since the presence of any prehistoric components beneath the historic deposits 
could not be determined, we recommend backhoe testing as a feasible archaeological method for 
surveying this potentially significant site. 
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Figure 5. Dressed Stone Foundation, 1989 Citico Site Archaeological Survey. Facing east. 
Table 1. Prehistoric Artifact Inventory From Two Auger Tests, 40HA65. 
Frequency 	 Material, 	 Weight (in grams) 
Auger Test 20 
	
101 	 Shell 	 135.0 
	
1 	 Bone 	 0.5 
	
12 	 Flint debitage 	 43.0 
	
2 	 Limestone tempered simple stamped ceramics 	 8.5 
	
12 	 Limestone tempered plain 	 35.0 
	
2 	 Limestone tempered plain (brushed) 	 6.5 
	
4 	 Limestone tempered unidentified decorated 	 15.5 
	
3 	 Limestone tempered eroded 	 11.0 
	
7 	 Shell tempered plain 	 30.5 
	
1 	 Shell tempered eroded 	 0.5  
	
145 	 286.0 
Auger Test 21 
	
204 	 Shell 	 1167.0 
	
3 	 Bone 	 3.0 
	
1 	 Partial flint stemmed projectile point 	 7.0 
	
5 	 Flint debitage 	 7.0 
	
1 	 Sand tempered plain ceramics 	 3.0 
	
1 	 Sand tempered cord marked 	 5.5 
	
10 	 Limestone tempered plain 	 44.5 
	
2 	 Limestone tempered plain (brushed) 	 5.0 
	
4 	 Limestone tempered cord marked 	 27.5 
	
1 	 Limestone tempered complicated stamped 	 4.0 
	
1 	 Limestone tempered unidentified decorated 	 3.0 
	
1 	 Limestone tempered eroded 	 0.5 
	
10 	 Shell tempered plain 	 52.5  
	
244 	 1329.5 
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